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ABSTRACT  

  According to the formation of shock wave resulting from coal outburst, the gas flow of coal outburst was 
transformed from an unsteady flow to a steady one based on selected appropriate [1]reference coordinates and to 
convert the shock waves to the opposite direction by convergent, divergent technic .The  mathematical expressions 
were then established by applying mass conservation, momentum conservation equation, and energy  conservation 
equation. On this basis[2], analyzed gas flow mitigation of variable cross-section area and the outburst intensity, and  
the relations between cross-section area, velocity, and density; the relations between overpressures and outburst 
intensity were deduced. Furthermore,  the overpressure and outburst intensity of different gas pressures were 
obtained, and the similar conditions of the experiment . The averaged overpressure and gas flow velocity of variable 
cross-section under different gas pressures were numerically derived.. Moreover, the gas flow velocity of variable 
cross-sections approximates to the theoretical analyses  shock  waves  in  the  Convergent  Divergent  Nozzle.  The 
commercial CFD code Fluent  is  employed  to analyze the compressible flow through the nozzle.  The analysis  
includes  pressure, temperature, Mach  number and density of the  flow  for different nozzle  pressure  ratios  .  The  
results  are  compared with the results of quasi-one dimensional equation. The flow characteristic before and after 
the shock is discussed 

Keywords: Convergent Divergent Nozzle; shock wave; density; Pressure ; converting shockwaves opposite 
direction; outburst . 
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1. Introduction:  

Coal and gas outburst is one of the catastrophic disasters that threaten the  work safety of coalmines. It is a 
complicated dynamic phenomenon where a large quantity of gas is released  in a very short time due to the rapidly 
crashed coal  around the working face that is thrown to the roadway. Coal and gas outburst is a catastrophe. On one 
hand, it  will kill or hurt workers, damage mechanical and electrical equipment, and destroy the ventilation system;  
on the other hand, the outburst will lead to gas concentration exceeding the limit, which could cause gas  explosions. 
According to the statistic and analysis of  outburst accidents, shock wave is the main hazardous  factor of coal and 
gas outburst[2]. Therefore, through  studying the propagation law of shock waves and  finding out how the shock 
wave propagates in the  roadway, it can help better understand the hazard  caused by coal and gas outburst, and 
effective safety  measures are taken accordingly. propagation law of shock waves caused by coal and  gas outburst 
was not thoroughly conducted either at  home or abroad; also, there are few theories and  methods with respect to 
gas dynamics and explosion  shock wave [3]The main achievements of this paper .According to the expansion work 
of coal and gas outburst, the expression of incidence pressure and gas  flow velocity and the expression of incidence 
pressure  and reflected pressure were given. According to the  expression of the thickness of shock wave , there is a 
nonlinear relationship between overpressure of shock wave and gas  pressure, and external friction and heat 
exchange can  be ignored, which is the foundation for further analysis  of the shock waves resulting from coal and 
gas outburst. However, this research and  analyzes shock wave only from theoretical point of view. In order to better 
know the shock  wave propagation, further researches, such as theoretical  analysis,  numerical  calculation,  and  
experiments, should be applied 

2. Analysis of shockwaves  

A mathematical description of properties, motions and interactions with the surrounding medium of a surface of 
discontinuity of the parameters of a medium (a so-called shock wave)[2]. In a wider and more abstract sense the 
mathematical theory of shock waves describes the properties of a surface of discontinuity of a solution of a first-
order quasi-linear hyperbolic system of partial differential equations 

continuity equation: 
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When the normal waves transfer more then sonic velocity , that sonic velocity particle strike normal velocity particle 
feel that shock of impact force  we can define that shock force or impact force by using Mach number 

      � = �
�              

M=Mach number, U=particle moving velocity which is less then sonic velocity (m/s) , V=blasted particle moving 
velocity more then sonic velocity(m/s) 
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3. Classification of shockwaves  

• Cylindrical shockwaves 

• Spherical shockwaves  

 

3.1 Spherical shockwaves 

   While blasting fraction of second existing air can be compressed and strike or hammered to less and sprawled air 
inside the level of underground can be done by large and in-numerable force emanating blasting force, and it 
accommodate to create shockwaves in a distance and while largely spreads entire underground . Normally 
shockwaves can be propagated  spherically to x, y and z corresponding coordinately.  With out constrained space it 
allowed  and to be sprawled to the air , it gradually decreases force    

        

Figure.1 propagation of spherical shock wave 

3.2 Cylindrical  shockwaves 

 When blasting occurred  inside the cylindrical path , the possibilities of the propagating the shockwaves in the 
cylindrical path example out bursting shockwaves formation in underground mines . that it path will create the 
cylindrical shockwaves[2] 

 

                          Figure2. formation of cylindrical shockwaves in level of  underground   

Continuity equation in the cylindrical polar co-ordinate system: 
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4. Formation of the shockwaves   

The  coal-methane  mixture  resulting  from  coal  and  gas  outburst  propagates  at  a  very  high  speed,  which  will  
rapidly  expand  and  compress  the  air  inside  the  roadway  speed.  Consequently ,  the  pressure,  density , and  
temperature  of  the  air  increases  quickly .  The  air  close  to  the  interface  of  coal  and  gas  outburst  will  be  
compressed first, and then, this layer will compress the  next  layer ,  making  pressure  stimulation.   

 

 

                                           Figure3. Formation of shockwaves in underground     

It  will  continue,  and  the  compression  wave[2]  is  formed.  When  the  speed  of  the  gas  mixture  gas  increases,  
it  will  produce  the  second  compression  wave.  The  higher  the  state  parameters  are,  the  faster  the  speed  of  
the  gas  mixture  will  be.  The  followed  compression  wave  will  catch  up  with  the  preceding  compression  
wave  and  superimpose.  Therefore,  the  shock  waves  resulting  from coal  and  gas  outburst  are  caused  by  the  
continuously  changing weak compression waves 

 

5. Absorption of shock waves  

Fig model which shown the underground model and that pore hole has shown that while unfilled part of the brown 
rocks ; blasting region has been indicated by red due to the high pressure ,temperature , and velocity of the particle . 
while developed shock waves transfer whole underground in level and draft , since that problems has raised due to 
the pore holes 

 Pore holes which can be define as absent of rock or soil under the ground ,it can be filled up with gas or air , 
Shockwaves are  striking the pore holes and buffer action takes place in pore holes due that unbalanced action  , 
mass of the rocks slightly moved towards pore holes , it accommodate less viscous and reflexed reduce the structure 
stability 
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.                                      Figure4. shown pore hole in underground  

                           Figure5. simulating shockwaves  spreading  and distracting the pore holes    

In this fig shockwaves are strucked out pore hole , cause reducing structure stability flashed movement at slighted 
distance towards pore hole, it dramatically reduce the stability of the structure of the underground ,it reflect that how 
dangerously increased working place in underground  

6. Reflecting shockwaves    

In that fig shockwaves can be reflecting when it snugly strikes robust rock may be adjacent side or around the level 
and return to the same side where the shockwaves were shockwaves source initially produced by blasting , the 
shockwaves are faster then sound (which is much no more the one ) in can be called as supersonic shockwaves .that 
shockwaves were moving towards place where the less intension pressure is existence due to the to attain the 
equilibrium state , and it found that exhausted fan which created back pressure , and it carry the waves towards 
surface by the speed of shockwaves + speed of the wind velocity normally that wind adjust by regulating the 
delivered rate of outcome air through exhaust fan and finally that shockwaves has been strikes out damaged that fan 
bearing 
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                            Figure6. cylindrical shockwaves  reflecting through the level in underground  

Another sides , shockwaves can be reflected by side walls at an angle , blasting had has created shockwaves to hit 
the wall with super force and some of the shockwaves strikes the level particular angle through entire perimeter of 
the cross section of the level. That angled shockwaves return back to belittle angled shockwaves level through hit 
back impregnable rock gradually it comes less shocks , comparatively shocks were recreated declined in strength of 
structure      

 

7.Mathamatical analysis of shock waves  formation   

  Continuity waves equation i , j ,k in direction  
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F= Force (N), M=mass in Kg, a = acceleration in m/s² ,� =density of the fluid air is the fluid here in Kg/m², u = 
velocity of the fluid in i direction , v= velocity of the fluid in j direction , w= velocity of the fluid in k direction   1$= 
thermal heat transfer  , 4C = specific heat at the constant volume in J/Kg.k T  =temperature in k, *$ 	= Total energy of 
the air flow k , 8$0 =gas diffusion K= Thermal conductivity of air flow in W/m.k, T=time in sec ,�G=Average 

velocity of the air flow in m/s , H= Dynamic viscosity pa.s, Γ= gas convection diffusion co-efficient in I²/s  , 
8$0=shear strain tensor in Pa, >$0=Dirac delta function  

8. Reproducing shockwaves  

Shockwaves can be re-produced in negative or opposite direction  by using bent pipe through convergent and 
divergent nozzle ,  this technique can be give better solution and at least resisting  strike the shockwaves level in 
underground wall near to blasting region   The imperfect matching between the  pressures  pa and  pe leads to the 
formation of a complicated shock wave  structure. Though experimental, numerical and analytical [9]investigations 
of the  shock structure of  the  supersonic  jets  have  been  reported  in  early  literatures,  the  subject  is  quite  
complicated  and  yet  remains  to  be  clearly  understood. Supersonic  nozzle  flow  separation  occurs  in  CD  
nozzles  at  pressure  ratios  far  below  their  design  value  that results  in  shock  formation  inside  the  nozzle.   In  
the  one -dimensional  analysis [5] it  is  treated  that  the  shock  is  normal,  the  flow  past  the  shock  stays  
attached  to  the  wall,  and  the  subsonic  flow  downstream  of  the  shock  expands isentropic ally to the level of 
back pressure at the nozzle exit   

 

Figure7. reproducing shockwave dynamically 

 

. But in reality the flow detaches from the  wall and forms a separation region, subsequently the flow downstream 
becomes non-uniform and unstable. Adamson  and  Nicholls[3] ,  analyzed  nozzle  jets  experimentally  and  
presented  an  analytical  method  for  calculating the position of shock inside the nozzle[5], whereas  Lewis and 
Carlson[4]  experimentally determined  the distance of the first Mach disc in under expanded supersonic nozzles 
issuing gas from the nozzle exit plane. Romine presented  the  mechanisms  of  flow  separation  from  the  nozzle  
wall.  presented  the  comparison of measured and predicted flows through conical supersonic nozzles.   

They also presented the wall  static  pressure  for  various  conical  nozzles  in  the  region  of  2-D  flow  as  quasi-
one  dimensional  theory  is  not applicable.  They  claim  that  flow  through  the  transonic  region  was  found  to  
depend  essentially  on  local configuration, i.e., on the ratio of radii rc/r*. Supersonic flow separation in a CD  
nozzle  leads to  unstable  plume  in the exit region.  Qing Xiao.,  demonstrated that  such  separation can be  
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efficiently  utilized to enhance the jet mixing. Potential applications  include propulsion of jet engines, turbofans, 
turbo jets, spin-stabilized rockets and ramjet engines. The  present  work  deals  with  computational  investigation  
for  different  nozzle  NPR  values.  Shock  structure  is  formed near the exit of the nozzle by varying the exit 
pressure. T he considered NPR values are  1.63,  1.59,  1.55 and  1.52.  It  is  observed  that  for  NPR  below  1.52  
there  is  no  formation  of  shock  and  for  NPR  above  1.63 reversible flow is detected and the computational 
solution tends to be more precise 

8.1 Analytical calculations 

In this work the computational results are compared with analytical results. In  supersonic flow, when  the total 
pressure at the nozzle exit is reduced, the nozzle becomes chocked and the mass flow rate becomes a fixed value. 
Further reduction in pressure results with the formation of shock wave at the downstream from the  throat. The flow 
characteristics changes suddenly across the shock wave. Upstream of the shock wave the flow  is  supersonic  and  
immediately  after  the  shock  wave  the  flow  becomes  subsonic.  Further  downstream,  the subsonic flow 
pressure increases and at exit matches with  the pa. This is in detail discussed by Anderson J.D in  his  analytical  
work[8].  The  same  analytical  equations   are  used  by  the  authors  to  find  the  pressure and Mach number 
across the shock. 

  

One dimension isentropic relation for the mach number variation through the nozzle is  

J∗
J =  

	KL 	M &
NO 	P1 +

NR 
& 	�&ST�NO �/�NR �	   ………………………………(11) 

The variation of  pressure ,density , and temperature on function of Mach number  
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[$= intel area of ther nozzle , [∗= throat area of the nozzle, P= Pressure at the atmosphere   ,\]&= pressure after 
blasting  , \] = 	^_`aa�_`	b+	+ℎ`	b+I	d`ef_`	dgba+hij	, T=Temperature of the inlet		, D∗ = throat temperature 
,M= Mach number after blasting , � =Mach number throat to inlet , �&= Mach number outlet to throat  
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9. Result and discussion  

In order to find the output of the shock waves, temperature , density and velocity of the particle which is obtain to 
strike by reproduced shock waves through the convergent and divergent nozzle , and compare with the before 
reproducing shockwaves temperature, pressure , density and velocity of the particle to converted shockwaves by 
convergent and divergent nozzle of the temperature ,pressure , density and velocity of the converted shockwaves 
particle , 

 

                                          Figure 9. Shockwaves pressure after blasting  

 

 

            Figure10. Shockwaves to convert In to opposite direction with same magnitude  

Normally temperature , density , pressure, and velocity of the particle value has been recorded before blasting ,and 
measure the value of the shockwaves velocity , density , pressure , and temperature of the shockwaves till the end , it 
can be understating characteristic of the shockwaves , after that measured the  shockwaves after converting by 
dynamically designed shockwaves reproducer , delivered shockwaves , of those temperature , density , pressure and 
velocity , and delivered direction opposite to the emanated shockwaves direction by blasting. 
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10. Conclusion 

Shockwaves has converted  to opposite of the blasting emanating  place, and  reproduced shockwaves takes super 
impulse with positive shockwaves produced by blasting ,resulting nullifying each other shockwaves by using of 
simple concept of physics and mathematics , to prevent from consequences hammering force on structure of the 
underground mines due to residue blasting energy converted shockwaves      
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